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Legendary leader
returns to campus
By Jenny Miller
News Editor

Tao Ventre/STAFF

Audrey Xu, Bryan Wei Wang and Hebe Zhang show their suport for the Virginia Tech community at Thursday's vigil at the rotunda.

GSU holds vigil for slain at VT
Last Monday, a tragic shooting
at Virginia Tech shocked the nation. We covered the event and its
effects in the Georgia Southern.
Students met to pay tribute to the
lost and those remaining.
On Thursday, a candlelight vigil
was held at the Rotunda to honor
the victims of the shooting. The
following is a list of the Hokies
who lost their lives on April 16.

Emily Jane Hilscher
Ryan Christopher "Stack" Clark
Liviu Librescu
Minal Hiralal Panchal
G. V. Loganathan
Brian Roy Bluhm
Matthew Gregory Gwaltney
Jeremy Michael Herbstritt
Jarrett Lee Lane
Partahi Mamora Halomoan
Lumbantoruan

Daniel Patrick O'Neil
Juan Ramon Ortiz-Ortiz
Julia Kathleen Pryde
Waleed Mahomed Shaalan
Christopher James "Jamie" Bishop
Lauren Ashley McCain
Michael Steven Pohle, Jr.
Maxine Shelly Turner
Nicole Regina White
Jocelyne Couture-Nowak
Ross Abdallah Alameddine

Austin Michelle Cloyd
Caitlin Millar Hammaren Rachael Elizabeth Hill
Matthew Joesph La Porte
Henry J. Lee
Daniel Alejandro Perez Cueva
Erin Nicole Peterson
Mary Karen Read
Reema Joesph Samaha
Leslie Geraldine Sherman
Kevin Granata

Former Georgia Southern President Dale W. Lick will be on campus
today to speak to faculty, staff and
students about his tenure at GSU
and his involvement in diversity in
the community and in the athletic
field.
Lick became president in 1978
and served until 1986.
"He made efforts to bring about
diversity and a positive atmosphere
at GSU," said Reginald T. Mosley, a
1980 alumnus of GSU and the advisor to Omicron Phi. Lick constantly
clashed with the Board of Regents to
get the then Georgia Southern College the recognition and status he
believed the school warranted.
He also made affirmative action
a main concern on campus, which
is one of the key points Lick will be
making at tonight's presentation. He
will also speak about his role in bringing back football to the school.
He was the president who hired
the now legendary Erk Russell to
start a football program from the
ground up. He was also the president
who began the tradition of the annual holiday tree-planting ceremony,
which is still held every year.
Lick is currently a professor at
Florida State University in the Learning Systems Institute and teaches
and directs doctoral students in
educational leadership.
Lick is the author of more than
90 professional articles, books,

Special Photo

Dale W. Lick served as president of
Georgia Southern for eight years.

and proceedings, according to his
biography. He is also certified and
trained for Leading and Managing
Organizational Change.
Lick will speak tonight, April 24,
at7p.m. in the Russell Union Theater.
His visit to campus is sponsored by
the Omicron Phi chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity at GSU.
Dale W. Lick
• President of Georgia Southern
from 1978-1986.
• Hired Erk Russell to start the
football program.
• Began the tradition of the annual
holiday tree-planting ceremony.
• Currently a professor at Florida
State University in the Learning
Systems Institute.
• Lecturing tonight at 7 p.m. in
Russell Union Theater.

Internships are
gateway to career
By Juliet Macdonald

your money.
Jennifer Maddox, a senior journalism major, said she would
College students across the definitely pay for an internship. "It
nation can now be guaranteed an would be worth it for sure," said
internship as long as they are willing Maddox.
Depending on the programs,
to pay big bucks for it. *
Students highly desired intern- there are less expensive internship
-shipsbecause they realize that thejob services out there for students to
choose from.
•market is starting to demand it.
"Many employers are lo oking for
However, most internships are
students who have completed more still attainable without having to
:than one internship before graduat- pay for them.
"If you start early enough, eving," said Wallace Brown, experiential education coordinator at Georgia eryone has an opportunity for an
Southerns Career Services.
internship, but it really depends on
"If you want to make yourself how much effort the students put
more marketable and competitive,' into it," said Brown.
an internship is necessary," said
Unlike the University of Dreams,
Brown.
looking for an internship without
Students can now pay for an paying for it does not come with a
internship opportunity through a guarantee.
"Applying for internships is a
few different programs.
The University of Dreams of- process and it requires the same
fers summer internships in cities skill necessary when looking for a
including New York, San Francisco, real job" said Brown. "You don't
; Los Angeles, Chicago, London and have to do it on your own though;
there are things there to help you
Barcelona.
The internship packages include like Career Services."
Brown also said that it takes a
housing, meals, seminars and
organized activities but come at a while to look for that dream internhigh price ranging from $6,500 to ship. Especially if you don't plan on
paying for your internship, start
$9,000.
According to their Web site, your search earlier and give yourself
www.internprograms.com, they plenty of time.
"If you are looking for a summer
have a 99 percent placement rate. If
you happen to not get an internship, internship, you need to start as early
the University of Dreams will refund as fall semester," said Brown.
StaffWriter

www.gadaiJy.c6m

Pressure to diet heavy on college campuses
ByAmy Mclntyre
Assistant News Editor

Summer break will be here in less than two
weeks, which means people will be hitting the
beaches and the pools. Many are heading back
to the RAC or saying no to sweets shedding
unwanted pounds before hitting the beach. The
pressure to be thin hits heavy during the summer
and that pressure can be a constant, especially on
college campuses.
A study conducted by health professionals out
ofEast Carolina University and subsequently published in the Nutritional Journal stated that girls
especially are more likely to struggle with weight
issues, often seeking to lose weight by participating
in unhealthy dieting and exercising practices.
Sophomore Laura Dent said, "I feel that media
especially influences us to be a certain size. We
all go up to the RAC because we are very bodyconscious."
Many people take steps other than exercising to

lose weight. Among those practices used to lose
weight, like restricting food, is taking diet pills.
According to the study, nearly 26percent offemales
surveyed use diet pills to lose weight.
Most diet pills are over the counter, able to be
accessed easily. Common over the counter diet
pills identified in the Nutrtional Journal are Hydroxycut, Stacker II, Xenadrine, CortiSlim, Trim

Established 1927«The Newspaper for Georgia Southern University

Spa and Hot Rox. These diet pills often pose serious health risks to individuals by using dangerous
combination of certain ingredients.
According to Weight Loss Resources online,
before 2004, most diet pills contained an ingredient known as ephedra. Ephedra was outlawed by
the Food and Drug Administration because it was
linked to psychiatric problems as well as heart
attacks and strokes.
Jayne Allen, a certified dietician, said, "Most
diet pills are amphetamines, increasing the blood
pressure so high that a blood vessel ruptures in
the brain, causing strokes."
The lure of diet pills often lies in the fact that they
promise quick weight loss. Registered Dietician
Sue Mah said the weight loss is not permanent
because it is usually achieved through the loss
of water and muscle mass, because the pills are
acting as diuretics and laxatives. Mah says the
combination of drugs in diet pills can act to cause
dizziness, tremors, headaches, irregular heartbeats,
and even heart attacks.

Covering the campus like a swafrn of gnats.
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FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT
Scrimmage game brings out the
best of the second string players

Coach Hatcher discusses a few last minute things before Saturday's blue and white game.

Jamie Tuten/STAFF

This past weekend, Georgia
Southern's football team held their
annual blue & white game.
Led by quarterback Kyle Collins,
the White came out on top with a 17
to 7 lead.
This year has brought many
reasons to celebrate tradition on the
GSU campus.
From the Centennial celebration
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JamieTuten/STAFF

Brandon Terry, 5, breaks away on a punt return.

Jared Siri/STAFF
Coach Hatcher speaks to the fans during half-time of
Saturday's game.

.

at Sweetheart Circle to this fall's
centennial homecoming, GSU will
continue to celebrate its 100 years of
tradition.
In the wake of the Virginia Tech
massacre, GSU and other universities
will recognize the need of creating
and holding on to those memories
that help to overcome troubled
times.

Justin Callaway, 50, and David Morris, 58, take a break in b

Georgia Southern lines up at the line of scrimmage to start Saturday's blue and white game.

'ays.

Jared Siri/STAFF

Jared Siri/STAFF
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Tuesday, April 24
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Pursuing a Promise pt. 2
Russell Union Theatre

::,

P

6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Habitat for humanity
Russell Union 2052
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Wind ensemble
PAC
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
The Plug
IT Auditorium 1004
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Brad Paisley volunteer meet
Russell Union Ballroom
9 p.m.- 11p.m.
Swing cats
Williams Center Dining Hall
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• EfeAlyanak, 20, ofGainesville,
Ga., was charged with DUI and
obstruction of an officer.
• A Southern Pines resident
reported receiving threatening
phone calls.
• A vehicle was taken from the
Olliff Hall parking lot and
later recovered at Players Club
Apartments.

• A suspicious person was
reported at J.I. Clements
Stadium.
04-18-2007

i

GRAPHIC DESIGN

fif
Special Photo
Graphic design students will reveal their final portfolios this Friday.

'Portfolio reveal' to
show off best designs
GSU News Service

Portfolio Reveal, the second annual exhibition featuring the work
of senior graphic design majors in
the Betty Foy Sanders Department of
Art, will be held in the Arts Building
Friday, April 27. The department will
host a reception for the artists from
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
During the all-day exhibition, 27
students will display individual portfolios consisting of work designed
over the course of their studies as
well as any freelance work they have
produced.

• Alton Lynell Johnson, 19, of
Atlanta, was.charged with
possession of marijuana and
wanted person.

As a preliminary to the exhibition, the students met individually
with three creative directors from
the field who have provided career
counsel as well as reviewed their
portfolios offering advice on their
work.
Most portfolios will include a
range of design collateral including
branding, publication design, Web
design, advertising, product packaging, event posters, information
design, and icon and sign systems.
For more information, visit
http://class.georgiasouthern.edu/art
or call 912-871-1712.

Lecture to shed light on Mexico
By Michael Burnside
StaffWriter

04-21-2007

GET CA$H FOR YOUR

The Native American Student
Organization (NASO) will host a
presentation about the indigenous
people of Mexico tomorrow at 7 p.m.
in Russell Union 2048.
The lecture aims'to educate Georgia Southern students and to raise
awareness about the culture and the
problems faced by the indigenous
people in Mexico.
The presentation will be delivered

by Matthew Walker, a senior who has
studied in Mexico at the University of
Vera Cruz. His first hand experience
with the minorities inspires him.
"I want to educate and share my
experience of what I have learned
in Mexico about the indigenous
people," said Walker.
He hopes to shed light on groups
of people that have often been
overlooked. He feels that there is a
"lack of awareness because it is not
explicitly taught in the history and
culture classes."

Sell your books back on
Wednesday, April 25 - Friday May 4 and
Join in the FUN!

Giveaways, Trivia Questions, Prize Wheel
Grand Prize drawing OH May 4 for a Flat Screen TV

e have 4 Buy Back locations this year!
University Store
(912)681-5181
April 25-26
April 27
April 30-May 3
May 4

7:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
7:30 a.m. -5 p.m.
7:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Paulson Stadium

April 30
May 1-4

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

The I.T. Store
912-486-7744
April 30
May 1-3
May 4

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Eagle Village

April 30
May 1-4

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. j

Call toll-free: 1 (800) 861-7509 • http://www.gsustore.com

moonlight
stop by and find out about the
ending our hours,
h
new changes!
Cambridge at Southern

130 Lanier Drive \ 912.681.2262

211 Lanier Drive I 912.681.2582
122 Lanier Drive I 912.681.2234
University Fines

Campus Club
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NATIONAL POLITICS

The Bush administration and reproductive issues
Events limiting a woman's access to reproductive health since George W. Bush took office in January 2001:

2001

Jan. 22
Bush restores rule that bans
foreign groups receiving U.S. aid
from providing abortion services

BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY FOR
BRAD PAISLEY. Go online to www.etix.
com or stop by the University Store. $25
for GSU students. Reserved seating and
field ticket access for sale. Buy now.. .tickets
are selling fast. For more info visit www.
eagleentertainmentonline.com.

April 9
Contraceptive coverage for
federal workers cut from budget;
Congress later restores it
May-Sept.
Bush names seven anti-abortion
U.S. Court of Appeals nominees

July 22 Bush bars $34 million
from U.N. Population Fund (also
bars funds 2003-2005)

8pm - Russell Union Theatre - Eagle
Entertainment Movie "Stomp The Yard
ADMISSION $2

Aug. 2
Bush withholds $200 million
Congress had approved
for HIV/AIDS and women's
programs in Afghanistan

8pm - Russell Union Theatre - Eagle
Entertainment Movie "Stomp The Yard"
ADMISSION $2

Source: Planned Parenthood of America

April 27th, 2007
8pm - Paulson Stadium - Hershey s Presents:
BRAD PAISLEY Bonfires & Amplifiers Tour 2007 CONCERT
with opening acts Jack Ingram, Kellie Pickler and Taylor Swift

n

BRAD

PAISLEY

WiTH SPECIAL GUESTS
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Aug. 31
FDA Director of Office
of Women's Health resigns in
protest over Plan B OTC denial

2006

Feb. 10
«
Justice Dept. demands some
hospitals turn over patient
medical records on certain
abortions

May 6
FDA denies over-the-counter
status to Plan B emergency
contraceptive

Jan. 31
Samuel Alito confirmed to U.S.
Supreme Court; women's rights
groups criticize appointment
Aug. 24
FDA approves OTC sales
of Plan B for women 18 and older

2007

April 18
Supreme Court says Constitution
permits ban on specific abortion
method; 2003 law stands

Graphic: Lee Hulteng, Angela Smith, JudyTreible

© 2007 MCT

The Supreme Court has
shed its liberal leanings
McClatchy Newspapers

■#iiili#

Nov. 5
Bush signs so-called "partialbirth abortion" law banning
late-term abortions

April 1
Bush signs Unborn Victims
of Violence Act into law, giving
embryo or fetus legal rights

Nov. 2
Bush administration reverses
U.S. position supporting 1994
global family planning pact

June-Sept.
Three federal judges strike down
2003 federal abortion law;
Justice Dept. appeals

2005

2003

2004

2002

April 25th, 2007

Dec. 24
Bush appoints physician
opposed to giving unmarried
women birth control to FDA panel
on reproductive health drugs

There seems to be a new Supreme
Court in town.
Last weeks ruling banning partialbirth abortions, revealed it. Coming
up next, campaign reform will further
clarifyhowPresident Bush's conservative appointments and the departure of
former Associate Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor have reshaped the Court.
"There's a seismic shift taking
place," said Nan Aron, president of
the liberal Alliance for Justice. "(The
justices) have done nothing to disappoint President Bush."
On Wednesday, the Court returns

to a campaign reform battleground last
visited in 2004 when O'Connor was
still serving on the bench. At that time,
the centrist O'Connor was crucial in
upholding a campaign reform law that
restricted pre-election ads funded by
unions and corporations.
Now, Wisconsin Right to Life
is Challenging those advertising restrictions as an infringement on free
speech. Oral arguments Wednesday
will give O'Connor's replacement,
Associate Justice Samuel Alito Jr., a
chance to tip his own hand.
Although some of Alito's conservative allies denounce campaign finance
reform efforts that appear to restrict

political speech, his own views appear
to be a work in progress.
The phrase "campaign finance"
only appears once in the 1,598-page
transcript of Alito's Senate confirmation hearings in January 2006. The
word "abortion," by contrast, appears
152 times.
"I have no idea where Justice Alito
stands," said attorney Eric Jaffe, who
wrote an amicus brief on behalf of
the Cato Institute and other groups
opposed to ad restrictions, but "even
the existence of uncertainty leads
to hope." Already, Alito has shown
what new faces can mean on a ninemember court.

QUICK, WHAT'S NEW
McClatchy Newspapers

U.S. reconsidering plan to wall Classes resume
at Virginia Tech
off Baghdad neighborhoods
The future of a U.S. military plan to
erect concrete walls around Baghdad
neighborhoods was in doubt Monday
amid a growing outcry from Iraqis who
said the barriers would fuel sectarian
discord.
A day after Iraqi Prime Minister
Nouri al-Maliki ordered a halt to
the construction of a 12-foot wall

Friday, April 2% 1007
Georgia Southern University
Paulson Stadium - 8:00 PM
Tickets can be.purclia&ed the following ways:
[t.] www.etix.com [x.JCnll toll free at Hoost4-i«49 [>.J University Store
Call (911) 486-7370 for morf information.

Ongoing/Upcoming Opportunities
University Housing is seeking male candidates for Resident Advisor positions for
Fall 2007. Applications can be found online at - www.gsuhousing.com
The Office of Volunteer Services is collecting old athletic shoes to be recycled in the
Nike Reuse-A-Shoe program. The shoes will be recycled into athletic courts and
fields for low-income communities. Now until April 27th. Drop off at any location
at -RAC, Olliff, Kennedy, Southern Pines, and Winburn.
Contact Jennifer Vickery at 912-871-1435 with any questions.

Important Dates and Deadlines

April 30

Last day of classes

May 1-4

Final exams

May 24

Mid-term grades for freshmen due, Term A '

May 4

Deadline to submit final verified (approved) electronic
theses or dissertations to College of Graduate Studies

May 28

Memorial Day - Administrative offices closed - No classes

Final date for graduate and undergraduate students to
apply for Summer 2007 graduation

May 29

Classes begin for College of Education Graduate Session

May 29

Fee payment deadline for registration or changing
registration during Drop/Add period

May 4
May 5

Residence halls close, 12:00 noon

May 5

Commencement

May 6

Residence Halls close at 12:00 noon for students
participating in Commencement activities (permission
required)

Evening Session

May 29-30

Drop/Add College of Education Graduate Session

June 1

Final deadline for international graduate students to apply
for Fall 2007 admission

June 1

Last day to withdraw without academic penalty, Term A

June 1

Mid-term grades for freshmen due, Long Term

June 6

Attendance Verification Deadline for College of Education
Graduate Session

May 10

Employee Tuition Assistance Program Registration for
Summer 2007, via the web beginning at 3:30 p.m.

May 4

Final date for graduate and undergraduate students to
apply for Summer 2007 graduation

June 8

May 10

Employee Tuition Assistance Program Registration for
Summer 2007, via the web beginning at 3:30 p.m.

Last day to withdraw without academic penalty, College of
Business Administration Graduate Evening Session

June 14

Classes end for Term A

June 15

Last day to withdraw without academic penalty, Long Term

June 15

Term A exams

June 15

Final exams for Evening classes,Term A, 6:00-8:00 p.m.

June 15

Academic Standards Committee meeting, 2:00 p.m.

June 16

Residence halls close at 12:00 noon for students attending
Term A

June 17

Residence hall check-in for Term B at 1:00 p.m. in the
Residence Halls

May 10

Academic Standards Committee meeting, 10:00a.m.

May 13

Residence hall check-in, 1:00 p.m. in the Residence Halls

May 14

Academic Standards Committee meeting, 10:00a.m.

May 14

New Student Orientation and Registration, Russell Union,
8:00 a.m. NOTE: Enrolled and former students should refer
to WINGS (http://students.georgiasouthern.edu/registrar)
for specific registration times.
.

May 15

Fee payment deadline for Summer Semester 2007 (First Day
of University Classes)

June 18

Classes begin for Term B

May 15

Classes begin for Long Term, Term A, and College of Business
Administration Graduate Evening Session

June 18

Final date to hold terminal or comprehensive examination,
theses or dissertation defense for Summer graduates

May 15-18

Drop/Add

June 18-19

Drop/Add, Term B

May 18

Deadline for M.Ed, students to register to take the
comprehensive exam during Summer

June 20

Last day to withdraw without academic penalty, College of
Education Graduate Session

May 22

Attendance Verification Deadline, Classes starting May
15-18, Long Term, Term A and College of Business Graduate

June 25

Deadline to submit electronic theses and dissertations to
College of Graduate Studies for final format review

Brought To The Eagle Nation Each Week By The Division
of Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

that would separate Sunni Muslims
from Shiite Muslims in the northern
Adhemiya neighborhood, American
officials said they'd reconsider plans
for that barrier and several others in
Baghdad. But they dodged questions
over whether the construction would
stop, and an Iraqi military official said
it would continue.

Congress to call for military troop
withdrawal beginning in October
Congress this week will send a
bill to President Bush that calls for
withdrawal of most American combat
forces from Iraq beginning Oct. 1,
with a non-binding end goal of April
1,2008, Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid said Monday.
President Bush is expected to veto
it, but Democrats say they'll keep up
pressure to reshape Iraq policy.

The plan from the Democraticcontrolled Congress calls for leaving
some American forces in or near Iraq
to conduct targeted counter-terrorism attacks and train and equip Iraqi
forces; international diplomacy to
bring Iraqi factions to negotiations;
and holding the Iraq government to
deadlines for progress on political
reforms.

Supreme Court considers case
involving searches of passengers
A routine traffic stop in California's
rural Central Valley six years ago yielded
drugs, arrests and a constitutional
conundrum that finally reached the
Supreme Court on Monday.
Passengers should be heeding this

case. Police definitely are.
For the first time, the Supreme Court
will be deciding whether the Fourth
Amendments protections against illegal
search and seizures cover passengers in
a car stopped by law enforcement.

One week after a gunman killed
more than 30 people on the Virginia
Tech campus, classes resumed yesterday

Congress weighs
mass killings
Proponents have been pushing for
years for a congressional resolution
declaring the killing of Armenians by
the Turks a genocide.
But political developments make
it more likely that it will actually pass
this year.

Peru, others up
Free Trade efforts
As crunch time nears, Peru, Colombia and Panama have embarked on
a nearly unprecedented lobbying effort
to salvage their free trade agreements
with Washington.
Peruvian President Alan Garcia is
attempting to charm U.S. lawmakers
on a two-day visit to Washington that
began Monday. Next week, Colombia's
embattled President Alvaro Uribe
will make the rounds — his 10th trip
to Washington since being elected
in 2002. Panama is sending Foreign
Minister Samuel Lewis Navarro shortly
afterward.

s*

EASON
APARTMENTS

Walk to GSU!

GSU Parking Permit Allowed!
Washer & Dryer and Cable TV with HBO in Every Unit
DSL in every bedroom
12-month Individual Leases

Two Large Bedroom, Two Private Bathrooms
Telephone
$385 Per Person, All inclusive
Facsimile
681-2440
Pool and Sand Volleyball Fishing Pond
681-2447
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Kappas kick off'
By Angela S.Byrd
Staff writer

Special Photo
Several Delta Tau Delta members at the charter celebration at the Russell
Union.

Delta Tau Delta
receives charter
ByAmyMclntyre
. Assistant News Editor

The" Delta Tau Delta fraternity
received its charter from its national
organization on April 14.
Previously, the fraternity had
operated as a colony and was notified about a month ago that they
would become the official Epsilon
Omega chapter of the Delta Tau Delta
fraternity.
The Delts celebrated and invited
Joy Hamm, director of Greeklife, and
a national representative from Delta
Tau Delta.
"We are glad to have Delta Tau
Delta back on the campus, and I am
proud of their commitment to community service, recruitment, and
academics on campus," said Hamm.
The Delta Tau Delta fraternity
was previously established on cam1
pus from 1968 until 2001 when the
national organization was forced to
close the Delta Tau Delta fraternity
on the Georgia Southern campus due
to low recruiting numbers, according
to current Delta Tau Delta President

Joseph Law.
"In March of 2006, we set up a
colony and filed a petition to receive
our charter from the national organization. We had one of the shortest
waiting periods for a charter, the
whole process taking only 13 months,"
said Law.
Law attributed receiving the
charter in such a comparatively short
period of time to the dedication of
the guys who set up the colony in
March of 2006.
"Through our community service
and recruitment efforts along with the
help of Delta Tau Delta alumni, we
have been able to watch the fraternity
grow from the original 17 guys who
set up the fraternity to forty-two
members. All of work culminated
in becoming a chartered member,"
said Law.
Hamm said that she is glad to
watch fraternities grow on campus.
According to her, Delta Chi and
Delta Sigma Phi are fraternity colonies
on campus who have not received a
charter from their respective national
fraternity organizations.

The countdown has begun!
The brothers of the Omicron
Phi chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Incorporated kicked
off a week of events titled
"The Kountdown: A Komplete Kampus EradiKation,"
on Sunday by inviting
students and
the community to attend a
worship service at
the Agape Worship
Center.
"Kones, Kisses.andKondoms"
was held from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Monday, where
the fraternity
served the
students
ice cream
cones, Hershey kisses and promoted the awareness of safe sex by
providing the campus community
with free condoms.
Later that evening, the fraternity
hosted a "Happy Hour" at Moe's
Restaurant, followed by a Business Forum in the Russell Union
at 7 p.m.
Fraternity member, Curtis
Williams, feels that the week-long

COSTA OEL MMK

line up of events covers a variety of
aspects on campus to appeal to all
students at Georgia Southern.
"Thisweekisonlythebeginning
for our fraternity and how much of
an impact we are striving
to make on campus. We
wanted to emphasize the
fact that it is literally a
countdown from this week
until the end of the semeste,"said
Williams.
"We carefully planned
events for this
week so that
the students
would have an
equal balance
between social activities,
community
service,
education,
and
awareness before the
week of finals."
On Tuesday, the fraternity will
host a "Klothes and Kans" food
drive from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Russell Union Commons area.
Featured speaker, Dale Lick, a
former president of GSU, will present a lecture on the early involvement and role of African American
students on campus in the Russell

Union Theatre at 7 p.m.
Following the lecture, an open
mic night titled K.L. A.S.S. will take
place at Oasis at 8 p.m.
Williams also discussed the
importance of the role of Greeks
on campus.
"From leadership seminars,
guest speakers, community service,
and even the social events, we are
illustrating to the campus that there
is much more to Greeklife than just
wearing paraphernalia...but that it
is also about service, being involved,
and giving back," said Williams.
On Wednesday, the members of
the fraternity will host "Real Men
Read," a reading session from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. at Langston Chapel
Elementary School, followed by a
leadership seminar for students
at the Russell Union from .7 p.m.
to 8 p.m.
"Kappa Kreep" and auction will
take place at Turtles Restaurant at
10 p.m. Proceeds from the auction
will benefit a local charity.
Much work has gone into planning this week of activities, and
Williams stresses the importance
of making sure that the students
enjoy themselves.
"We have all put in a lot of work
in planning for this week and wish
that everyone takes part in the
many events that will be occurring
and enjoy themselves as well," said
Williams.

Highlights later in the week include a step show at Statesbaro High
School on Thursday at 6 p.m^0n
Friday, the "Kappa Kool OflTap&al:
party and cookoutwilltakeplaeeif
Campus Club at 2 p.m., fojlowedby
the "Krucial Konfrontatiorf paity
at Club Jacksons at 10 p.m.
On Saturday, the Kappas"will
host a car wash at McDonald's on
Northside Drive at 1 p.m.
The most anticipated event ofthe
week for the fraternity, the "Klas&fc
Kabaret," will be held at Southern
Links Golf Club at 10 p.m.
This year's theme is a "Red apd
Black Affair." Tickets are $8 ifi
advance and are on sale this Week
in the Russell Union.

"The Kountdow
highlight
•Today, "KiothesandKans'food "
drive from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the Russell Union Commons
area.
•At 7 p.m. today, former GSU
President Dale Lick will speak
in the Russell Union Theater
• Wednesday, April 25, "N^H
Kreep"and auction, 10 p.m. at
Turtle's Restaurtant
• Saturday,April28,"KlassikKabarefwill be held atthe Southern
Links Golf Club at 10 p.m.

1707 Chandler Road | Statesboro | Georgia | 30458 | 912.681.6100
* Walk to Class

CLINICAL TRIALS

• 2 & 4 Bedroom Condos Available

Find Out
More Online!
www.PerimeterProperties.com

AT THE

• Full Sized Washer/Dryer

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA

• Fully Furnished
• Individual Leases

ylomen Helping Wome„
Tin Hirpwie Trill tor Isniri:
A Hirpii Vaccine Study
For women age 18-30 without oral or genital herpes
This study of an experimental vaccine might protect women against
herpes.
Participants receive:
• Free screening for herpes
• An investigational vaccine against herpes or hepatitis A
• Financial compensation for time and travel
For more information, contact:

Medical College of Georgia
706-721-2535
877-643-1414 (toll-free)
womens health@mcq.edu
www.herpevaccine.nih.gov

GSU study participants
will be seen at the GSU
Health Center

This vaccine CANNOT give you herpes.

• Water, Electricity, High Speed
Internet and Cable
with HBO & Cinemax

• Computer Lab
• Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court

Located directly across from Georgia Southern, Campus
Courtyard is perfect for the student who wants to live in
a beautiful community, but doesn't want to make a long
commute to class

• Outdoor Grills and Gazebo
#

STATEMENT
OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne Daily is the
official student newspaper of
Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities
provided by GSU. The newspaper
is the oldest continuously
published newspaper in Bulloch
County and Statesboro, Ga. The
newspaper is a designated public
forum for the Georgia Southern
University community. The ideas
expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors
and do not necessarily represent
the views of the Student Media
Advisory Board, the administration, the faculty and staff of
Georgia Southern University, or
the University System of Georgia.
The George-Anne is published
four times weekly (Monday, Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday)
during most of the academic year
and six times during summers.
Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor
at by phone at 912/681 -5246 or
fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may access the newspaper and its archives staff by visiting our web site at http://www.
gadaily.com.
SUPPORT
The G-A is funded primarily

• Beautiful Lake

through revenue from
advertisements placed in the
paper and receives additional
support, in part, from the Student
Activities Budget Committee.
STUDENTS BEWARE
The G-A screens all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept
ads for legitimate products and
services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying
to ads — particularly those which
require a credit card number,
other personal information, pr
money in advance of the delivery
of a product or service. Students
are also urged to report to the
newspaper any suspicious offers
which they might see in an ad.
Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
FREEBIE INFO
ALL FREE student and faculty ads
to be run in the G-A must have
a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if
they do not have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 2023, F. I.Williams Center.
The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001,
Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/6815246 (News) or 912/681 -5418
(Advertising) or 912/486-7113
(Fax); 912/681-0069 (adviser).

EMAIL DIRECTORY
Executive Editor
gaeditor@geofgiasouthern.edu
Managing Editor
gamed@georgiasouthern.edu
News Editor
ganewsed@georgiasouthem.edu
Advertising
ads@georgiasouthern.edu oradst@
georgiasouthern.edu

ADVERTISING
The George-Anne reserves the
right to refuse any advertisement.
DISPLAYAD DEADLINE:Jhe deadline for reserving space and submitting advertising copy is Noon,
one week prior to the intended
publication date.
FOR MORE INFO, rate cards,
sample publications, contact:
Lindsey Anthony, Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418, ads@
georgiasouthern.edu or ads W
georgiasoutherrt.edu; or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912) 681-0069, bneville@georgiasouthern.edu
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS:
The newspaper makes every
reasonable effort to present correct and complete information
in advertisements. However, the
advertiser is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and
should notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an error.
The newspaper is not responsible

for any errors in advertisements
and its liability for adjustments
is limited to the amount of space
the error occupied in thead. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for any damages caused
due to an ad's omission from a
particular edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule the
ad in the next regular edition at
the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified
ads from students, faculty and
staff must be non-commercial in
nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender,
local address, and phone number.
No free ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per person
per week. Commercial classified
are available only from our online
site at www.gsuads.com. The price
of commercial ads is $7 for 200
characters for line ads. Ads must
be paid for using a major credit
card. For classified display ads,
contact gaclass@georgiasouthern.
edu
CIRCULATION INFORMATION:
Mail subscriptions are not»
available at this time. However,
readers may visit our web site for
free access to current and past
issues. Visit www.stp.georgiasouthern.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition
placed on-line within 24 hours of

."■'"

publication. Breaking news wilt
be placed on-line as warranted.
The G-A is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern
University campus through
delivery sites located fn campu£- .'.'■'
buildings, at off-campus sites,

.

and in residence halls.
NOTICE
Readers may pick up one free,
copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional copies are
50 cents each and are available
at the Williams Center. Hdweyer,
unauthorized removalofaddirton-. al copies from a distribuften'flte'K,
constitutes theft under Georgia ';"';
law, a misdemeanor offense pun- ,
ishable by a fine and/or jail time.
Editors will seek to havearty per
son(s) who removes mote than
the authorized number dt coptot'
from distribution sites prosecuf- .
ed to the full extent of the law. '■■
NOTE
We gratefully acknowledge the
theft of one of our slogans "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them All"-from Robert--.
Williams of the Blackshear Times.
Call Bob and he can tell you who
he stole it from originally. Credit
for the other - "Covering Campte..
like A Swarm of Gnats - go#s'Wgr■;.;,
G-A alum Mike Mills.
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Crossword
1
6
11
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
30
31
32
34
38
40
42
43
45
47
48
50
52
55
56
58
62
63
.65
66
67
68
69
70
71

1

ACROSS
Chavez or
Romero
Neapolitan
noodles
Bro or sis
Soap or horse
follower
Lustful looker
Santa
winds
Marry again
In fine fettle
Roofer's gunk
Tooth doctor
Humdrum
Barbara and
Nathan
Ownerless
Moving part of a
loudspeaker
"The
Also
Rises"
Dove sound
Writer Jong
Processes flour
Related
Novo, Benin
Endeavor to
obtain
Shooting at clay
targets
So out it's in
Mai
cocktail
Billiards stick
Rows of onscreen buttons
Conjecture
Cubs great
Banks
Had cravings
Silent films actor
Ramon
Egyptian souls
Gladden
" Frame"
Afore
Make a second
attempt
Actress
Witherspoon
Letters on
Cardinals' caps
Guy wires
Ginger cookies

4

3

2

7

6

5

14

V.J

17

18

BH?4
27

29

28

39
44

54

56
62
66
69

1

4/

46

49

51

50

1

55

63

>

57

59

58
64

-

68

4/21/07

4 First name in
soul
5 Emerge in
waves
6 Rear
7 In the past
8 Speak
indistinctly
9 Mortise
insertions
10 Difficult
11 Glossy finish
12 Goofy
13 Uncovers
21 Drink noisily
23 Tennille and
Braxton
25 Hide away
27 Play divisions
28 Castling piece
29 Secret agent
33 Lawyers
35 Greek cheese
36 Briny droplet
37 Alpine transport
39 Room's scheme
41 University of
Maine locale

New Voices.
New Services,
New Attitude.
www.gadaily.com
There is No Option!

44 Ted and Tina
46 Stone and Hardy
49 Opening for a
hook
51 Defeated
52 Little ones
53 Compassion

54
57
59
60
61

Atelier stand
Computer fodder
Ostrichlike bird
Abrasive tool
Washington's
bills
64 Test out

I have a TI-81 and a TI-83
for sale. Both are graphing calculaters and the TI-83
comes with software. $50 for
theTI 81/$75 for the TI-83.
For more info, please call
912-678-3179.

210 Autos for Sale
1994 Saturn SC2. Fair condition. Needs A/C repaired and
radiator repairs but it runs.
New Altenator, starter, battery,
Belt, water hose. Contact Tasha at (912)332-0553. Please
leave message with name and
number if I don't answer.

(c) Clint Walker

4. Bat Masterson

(d) Will Hutchins

2001 JETTA Black with tan
leather, sunroof, CD, heated
seats, and much more! $9K
or Best Offer! Call 912-541-.
0590!

Pearl forum series drum set.
cherry red, drum heads still.
have life, crash cymbal and
high-hat included, just don't
haVe time to play. $500 OBO

Tired of roommates? One
Person Apartment. Downtown Area. Perfect for serious
student. Second floor studio
loft: rent includes all utilities, cable with HBO, WiFi,
washer/dryer. $525/month.
References required. Contact:
wgn3@mac.com

2002 Ford Focus ZX5,. Fun to
drive & 30 mpg hwy. 5 speed
manual transmission. Loaded,
including moon roof. $6,200.
Call Jim at (912) 617-3443.

270 Motorcycles for
Sale

750CFM chrome Edelbrock
Street Avenger 4-brl carb
man. choke BRAND NEW!
never mounted $190 OBO.
call for details. Ashley 678936-6768

Taking Chinese? Chinese
book, CD set (4) and new
dictionary for $50. E-mail
me @ meg.yeary.gsu@gmail.
com if interested.

(f) Bill Williams

E-Mac for $190: great for
papers and internet

7. The Cisco Kid

(g) Guy Williams

Partners in Time, Zoo Tycoon
& Animal Crossing for DS
$20 each.

8. Kit Carson

(h) Scott Forbes

e-mail meg.yeary.gsu®
gmail.com

250 Computers &
Software

260 Miscellaneous
for Sale

(j) Jock Mahoney

Eagle Print Shop
Headquarters For All Your
Printing, Binding, & Copying Needs!
Hours Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Bedroom suit for sale. Dresser, bed frame (queen or full),
night stand, and chest of
drawers. $400 OBO a must
sell. Please email Justin for
pictures^ or call, jhickma3@
email.georgiasouthern.edu or
229.891.6677
1 round table & 1 square
table & lamps for sale. The
tables measure 42 x30 and I
can deliver them. For more
info including what kind
of lamps, please call 912-

678-3179

Life with the Incas

Dresser for Sale
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If you need an apartment, or
if someone you know needs
one, OR if someone you know
knows someone that needs
one then let me know ASAP!
I am going to Spain next semester and need someone to
sublease. $250 a month rent,
big room, own bathroom. Will
have a female roomie. Call
for more info. 478.390.7365

Excellent condition: 16x70,
six big drawers....
one year old. has matching
. mirror and I can deliver it.
For more info including
price, please call 912-6783179
Dresser and night stand for
sale. 1 owner $200 obo.
Available May 6th. Half
of the payment in advance.
Please call Henry @ 229869-9210.
Magnavox 21 inch for sale.
TV is only 4 years old and
comes with two remotes.
Will deliver if needed,
asking price is $60. For
more info, please call 912678-3179.

MOTORCYCLE! 2003 HONDA CBR600RR. Red and
black. Excellent condition.
9100 miles, lots of aftermarket
parts and accessories. http://loligagger.dotphoto.com $7000
obo 912-678-9729
2004 Suzuki GS500F for sale.
Less than 7500 miles. New
rear brakes in the fall. Comes
with jacket and two helmets.
Call 229-444-0340.

Employment &
Job Services

300-399

320 Child Care
Needed
Bilingual? I am looking for
a female to introduce my
infant to foriegn linguistics. I
am happy to work with your
schedule: either a few hours a
day or one day a week. Baby
Sitting experience preferred.
912.601.1111 or christygriner@yahoo.com

350 Jobs/Full Time
BARTENDING! Up to $250
a Day. No Experience Necessary. Training Available.
Age 18+ OK 1-800-965-6520
XT 296

360 Jobs/Part Time
YOUTH PREVENTION COORDINATOR POSITIONS,
non- Profit organization
Part time $ 10 per hour, 30 hour
per week
Email Resume: amethyst®
frontiernet.net
Servers & Cashier needed for
Japanese restaurant. Part-time
shifts available from 11 AM2:30 PM and 5 PM-8:30 PM.
For more info, 912.681.3881
after 1
LIFEGUARDS: Hiring ft/pt
lifeguards/pool managers.
Cobb, Dekalb, Kennesaw,
Woodstock. LGT and CPR
classes available. Contact: Allison 770-485-3672. allison®
nautixpools.com. or online
at WWW. NAUTIXPOOLS.
COM
Now Hiring!!! 119 Chops is
Statesboro's newest concept
in upscale casual dining. We
now need the staff to match
the quality of our cusine!
Now hiring for all positions...
kitchen, servers, bar staff &
management. Please forward
your resume or application via
email to richarcL119 chops®
alltel.net or fax to (478) 9869304. You will be contacted
for an interview. If you need an
application, email your request
to the address above, and one
will be sent back to you.

380 University Work

420 Lofts & Rooms
Master bedroom w/ private
bath for rent in Willowbend.
Rent is $320 plus utilities.
Call Reid (912)481-0952 for
more info.

430 Mobile Homes
14x76, 3 BR/2BA mobile
home for sale in nice park
nearGSU. Included: couches,
washer & dryer, entertainment
system. $12,500. Call 912844-0188.

450 Roommates
Looking for a roommate?Trying to sublease your place?
Put the G-A Daily to work
for you. Free classified for
students in print and online.
Visit www.gadaily.com for
information

Looking for a roommate? Call
Chris Smith (703)626-1121 or
Beau Payne (770)312-8875
Roomate needed for a 4 bedroom apartment in Campus
Courtyard. Rent $240 all
inclusive. Please contact 678
986 8081 for more informa7
tion.
Wanted 2 roommates for fall.
Large 4 bed 3 bath house,
hardwood floors, modern
appliences, pets allowed,
$400 a month w/utilities, Andrew@404-457-0041
Roomate needed for 3 bed/ 2
bath house w/ washer & dryer,
a/c, all kitchen appliances.
Front porch and fenced yard.
$260 + 1/3 utilities. 2 min
to GSU.
Female 2 live w/2 girls-1
NEVER home, & 1 cat. Wants:
Jr/Sr, neat, quiet, studious. NO
SMOKING/DRUGS! Eagle's
Landing w/ private bath. ALi
770-519-3185
Female looking for an apartment to sublease for Part B
of Summer Session. Will
stay with female or male
roomate. Please call Katrina
at (706)284-7233. Please leave
a message if not answered and
I will immediately get back
to you.
Two female roommates needed starting Fall 07. House with
a pool off of Gentilly. One
female roommate so far. Call
Sarah (478)318-0306

;

-.1 need a place to stay next
Spring. Prefer a 2 bed / 2bath
apt. Female only please. I
am a quiet and clean person.
I expect my roommate to be
the same.
1 am looking for roommates
for fall lease. 4 bedroom,
2 bath house with a large
fenced in backyard. Large
Iivingroom, den w/ pooltable.
229-425-6296

300 Employment & Job
Services
310 Career& Job Services
320 Child Care Needed
330 Child Care Provider
340 Internships/Volunteer
350 Jobs/Full Time
360 Jobs/PartTime
370 Opportunities/Business
380 University Work
390 Wanted Jobs
Housing & Real Estate
Apartments
Lofts & Rooms
Mobile Homes
Real Esate for Sale
Roommates Wanted
Storage & Moving
Services
470 Student Housing

PUHCAMLL

I

FARMS

800 Transportation/Rides
800 Transportation/Rides
900 Miscellaneous
910 Pets & Pet Supplies

PEASANTS

Sudoku

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.

Medi um

90

6 8 2
5 1

7
2
5
9

5 4
7
8 2
9

4

6 7 3
4

1

2
5 3

FOR RENT BY OWNER.
STADIUM WALK APARTMENT. TWO BEDROOMS,
WASHER, DRYER. $425.00
per month. Some pets allowed.
Lease required. Call 912 541
4885.

Call Nicole for details. 706817-9669

Fall 2007! 4 bed/4 bath house
in The Landings. Very clean,
locally owned. HSnet, cable,
all appliances call Kyle 5364047 or Robby 541-7022 ■

Need German tutoring cheap?
I'll tutor you! email meg.
yeary.gsu@gmail.com

650 Services/
Miscellaneous

Sublease a wonderful private bedroom in 2 BR/1.5BA
Townhouse for June and July.
5 minutes walking to Henderson Library. Only $220
per month. Female only. If
interested, please contact Judy
at hope9650@yahoo.com or
(912)481-2526

480 Sub Leases
Campus Club Bdg.l3B Sublease-ASAP available when
you are,May-July. Rent $414
willing to pay $100/mnth call
912-224-0886 for Tiffany
Ford (inclusive)

CL

610 Education &
Tutoring

Will reduce rent from $400/
mo to $300/mo for summer
sublease. 1 bd in 2bd 2.5 bth
tnhs. inculdes, power H20
cable & internet, danielle
404-434-2734

Owner. 764-3697

>

o
Q

Services
600-699

Summer Sublease Needed!
University Pines, bldg. 2. 4
BR/4 Bath. Rent $395, May's
rent FREE! Contact Amanda
at 706.338.5186

3 br/ 3bath duplex available
for fall. Quiet neighborhood
away from campus.

Computer repair at extremely
reasonable flat rate charges.
For any problem with a computer call Jonathan at 229444-0340

Find a New Friend

Paffodil!

SUBLEASER NEEDED next
year! 2000 sq ft 3Stories, 3BR,
3.5Bath, FURNISHED Luxury Copper Beech Townhouse,
ONLY $380/month+ utl. Call
Meg 706-817-0204

Sub-lease Apt. For Rent $515
a month (Assignment). Campus Club. Call 912 687-4028.
Campus Club Sublease (from
May 7th until My 31st) / One
of 4 bedrooms with private
bathroom, fully furnished /
Utility and Water included
/ Free cable and high-speed
internet / Dryer and Washer in
apartment / Three roommates
are very kind and helpful. Fun
to live with / No deposit or fee
for damaged property until my
lease expires / Rent $300 for
May and $400 for each of June
and July / If interested. Call
Taro @ (912)536-5670

;
I
Daffodil is a 7 year old female
Domestic Medium Hair-white cat
Indoor only. Very sweet kitty that
needs a calm, loving home who
will make her forget about her
past mistreatment. She is sensitive
to yelling, and she could have
permanent stains on her pretty
white fur from being kept in a very
undean place.
Humane Society of Statesboro &
Bulloch Co. Animal Rescue Division
Statesboro, GA • 912-681-9393
bullodianimalrescue@yahoo.com
www.petfinder.com

SUBLEASE for summer
Townhouse in Player's Club.
It's going to be an empty
apartment, roommate gone for
summer. I will help pay rent.
Call 404-641-2770.
2 rms P. Row for June/ July.
Great house by pond! Bring
your friend! $337+utl. Please
contact Maria @ 912-5311761.
GREAT SUMMER DEAL!!!
MAY AND JULY RENT
FREE!!! Only pay $385
for 3 WHOLE MONTHS!
ALL INCLUSIVE, 3 great
roommates...STATESBORO
PLACE! 770-289-7578
CHRIS

Two bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath
in Player's Club, washer/
dryer, pool, and volley ball
court!! (all inclusive) $400
per person. Each room has
two closets and a bathroom.
Free internet and HBO!! If
interested call Summer at
(678-687-4167)

3 rooms available
August 1,2007.
mKypressLakeRd.
Statesboro, GA

SUBLEASER NEEDED THIS
SUMMER! 2 bed, 2 1/2 bath
townhouse ©Players Club.
$400 all inclusive but willing
to negotiate. May-July. Call
229-378-5650

Summer Sublease Campus
Club big 13B, May rent FREE,
June-July $414, willing to pay
up to $100 for June and July,
call Tiffany 912-224-0886 for
more info

$425 montly.
Includes basic cable and
utlities. No Animals.

Ca/7912-852-5977
WyleyBrannen
on Cypress Lake

Looking for a Female Roommate to sublease for the
summer! Already 3 great
roommates.

Townhouse in Player's Club,

z p
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BOATS

HUNTERS

ROADS

BRIDGES

IDOLS

SLAVERY

CANALS

JEWELRY

STATUES

CHIEFS

LLAMAS
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CLASSES

NOBLES

VILLAGES

CRAFTS

PALACES

WEAVING
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Free classified ads for students, faculty & staff
(non-commercial Only): visit us online at...

www.gadaily.com/class_ad_sub.php
You must include your name, address and phone number and "dot.edu" address for freebies. Go online and
prepare your non-commercial message. No phone calls
please, at this price we don't take dictation.
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Sublease/TakeOver Private
Studio/Garden District! All
Included! Fully furnished/
internet/HBO. Avail/May5.
Rent$425/Lisa 478-960-0606/
lgregor208@aol.com

Summer sublease/fall take
over in Garden District. 3bd/3
bath flat. Furnished, HBO.
Rent $365/mo. Please call
Renea at (678)3577694. Girls
only please.

Need a place ASAP? 2 bed/
1 bath apt. large Iivingroom,
washer/dryer. Have it to yourself for $500/month or share
it for $250. Call Laura 770827-7480.

o
■a

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER!
my apartment in Eagles Landing. Close to campus, spacious and comfortable, pets
welcome, HBO-cable, highspeed internet and ALL major
appliances for $320/month.
1 or .2 rooms available. ALL
INCLUSIVE. CALL 404403-9249.

Sublease available fall and
spring $380 month. Furnished 2000 sq ft Copper
Beech Townhouse with private BR.Bath located behind
Sonnys.

470 Student
Housing

o

In Planters Row. $340. Call
Brooke at 1912-276-0821!

looking for 1 female roommate to sublease this summer.
1 will help pay your rent.
No other roommates will
be there.

Need roomate 3bed/2bath
house. $260 + 1/3 utility. All
major appliances. Fenced yard
w/ front porch. Quiet, safe. 2
min. from GSU. Call: 478390-4355.
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706-975-9458
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RITES
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New Voices. New Services. New Attitude

1 1119 «\i« i i r/byf) a 0 H
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ARTS

700 Travel
710 5pring Break Travel

Solutions

„«mw«*cBo ■

EMPERORS

Services
Education &Tutoring
Financial Aid/Loans
Legal Services
Resumes/Typing/DTP
Services/Miscellaneous

L

©2007 Puz2leJunction.com

ARMIES

600
610
620
630
640
650

www.ggctaly.com

2 female roommates needed
for summer! 3 br/2 bth. Clean,
big backyard, garage. Quiet
neighborhood $375/month
plus utilities. Call Amanda @

VKQSJDNVJDSVMZZGD
I

500 Personals
500 Personals

400
410
420
430
440
450
460

HCRJTJRHMLKGMNTTO
YKNUHCC

480 Sub Leases
490 Vacation Rentals

Covering the Web Like a Swarm of Electrons.-,.

410 Apartments

Computer desk and 3 shelf
bookshelf for sale. $70. Available for pickup on May 6th.
Bought last semester and w/
one owner. Call Henry at 229869-9210

6. Cheyenne Bodie

10. Wild Bill Hickock

400-499

1995 white oldsmobile aurora...runs well...3 owners, great
leather interior, heat and air ,
for the summer heat. CALL
CRYSTAL @ 4046418385

(e) Guy Madison

(i) Gene Barry

Housing & Real
Estate

Studio apt for sublease in Garden District. Fully furnished.
$375 all inclusive: power,
water, cable, internet. Call
Mary 478-998-0399

5. Jim Bowie

9. Zorro

1 Work-Study position available for Summer '07, Fall '07,
and Spring '08 in the Center
for International Studies - located in the Forest Drive Bdlg.
Rm. 1313. Contact Angie
Threatte at 681-0332 or stop
by. CWS Authorization form
required.

Power Acoustik Ov4-600 4
Channel 70x4 RMS can also
be bridgeable to a 2 Channel
Call for Alex for details 478714-1706

240 Books for Sale

3. WyattEarp

You must include your names, address and phone number
for freebies. No phone calls please, at this price we don't take
dictation.

Buy or Sell
200-299

Can you match up the actors in column 2 with the TV heros they played
in column 1? Good luck.

(b) Duncan Renaldo

www.gadaily.com/class_ad_.sub.plip

SCHACHT LOOM-15", 4
HARNESS; PRECISE TENSION CONTROL, FRONTMOUNTED LEVERS, CAN
WEAVE 4-SHAFT PATT;
MAPLE, PORTABLE. CALL
JANE @ 912-687-2558.

Tires. ProComp Xterrain
37x12.50x17. 4 Brand new
never mounted. They are
load range D. $775. Call
(478)918-3573. Clint

2. Yancy Derringer

Buy or Sell
Autos for Sale
Auto Parts for Sale
Bicycles for Sale
Books for Sale
Computers & Software
Miscellanneous for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
TradeS Barter
Wanted

We need you! Residential
Housing Judicial Board
(RHJB) is now accepting applications for the 2007-2008
year. Go to www.gsuhousing.
com/getlnvolved!

220 Auto Parts for
Sale

(a) Hugh O'Brien

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290

Free ads for students, faculty & staff (non-commercial): visit us
online at...

FOR SALE: Weslo G.30
Treadmill ($150). In great
condition; only owned since
late February 2007. Please
contact Segio or Joyce at 912681-9308.

©2007 PuzzleJunction.com

1. Sugarfoot

Announcements
Auditions
Freebies
Lost & Found
Other Announcements

Reach Georgia Southern students with a publication they
really read... Over 100,000
copies of the G-A Daily circulate each month. For more
info: ads@georgiasouthern.
edu

Blue 1996 Geo Prism $1600.
Great on gas, good for local
travel. Want a test drive?
912-536-5754

Western Heros

...and create, place, proof and pay for your ad online. Just S7 fo
200 characters. In partnership with Universal Advertising.

100
110
120
130
140

http://www.gsuads.com

140 Other
Announcements

71

°

CLASSIFIED
CATEGORIES

Don't throw away that junk...
turn your trash into cash.
Trying selling it online and
in print with a G-A Daily action classified ad. It's free for
students. Visit www.gadaily.
com to find out more!

61

6l>

65

© 2007 Tribune Media Servici
All rights reserved.

DOWN
1 Braided string
2 Fencing sword
3 Stitched up
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48
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Now you can place your classified ads online... For Commercial
Ads, Visit...
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GSU Track and Field: The program
won its first ever Southern Conference
Outdoor Championship and brought
home many honors. Senior Nicole
Brown was named the SoCon Track
Athlete of the Year, freshman Jessica
Irizarry was named Freshman of the
Year and head coach Natalie Smith
was named Coach of the Year.

Who's

NHL: The Atlanta Thrashers. After
winning the Southern Conference regular season title, the third
ranked Thrashers were swept in
the first round by the six seed New
York Rangers, including a 7-0 shutout loss in game three.

Who's

"I thought the defense - especially the
first unit - was the best they've played
ail springJ"
-Coach Chris Hatcher

PICTURE
PERFECT

BLUE AND WHITE

KtrOKI CARD
Mike Anthony
Staff writer
Well Eagle fans,~Statesboro's second favorite sporting season of the year,
spring football, has come to a close. Georgia Southern wrapped up spring
practices last Saturday with the Annual Blue and White game, where the
White Team was able to prevail with a 17-7 victory.
With Eagle football adjusting to Its second head coach and offensive
scheme in as many years, interest was abound on Saturday as over 5000
Eagle faithful showed up to see what is in store for the coming season.
The results can best be described as mixed, yet still encouraging.
First, the positives. While obviously not in total command of the new
offensive game plan, both teams did look comfortable in executing the
called plays. This is a big plus as last year's team, despite evident talent,
seemed out of rhythm at crucial times during a few of their games, Another
encouraging sight was the play of newcomers. Two names in particular
were redshirt freshmen Kyle Collins and Steve Cundari, both of whom will
be discussed later.
There were, of course, some negatives as well.Turnovers were the biggest
concern of the day as the teams combined to commit four fumbles and an
interception. While some of this can be attributed miscommunication or
simply trying to hard to make a good impression, turnovers are something
that nobody wants to see, even when the game doesn't count. Another sore
spot for the Eagles, which continues a two year trend, was the field goal
unit. Georgia Southern went just 1 for 3 on field goal attempts on Saturday,
despite all three attempts coming from 42 yards or closer.
Here are some breakdowns on a few key positions.
QUARTERBACKS Kg?
Saturday made it clear that new head coach, Chris Hatcher has no
reservations about airing it out. The teams combined for 84 pass attempts,
of which the Eagle faithful were delighted to see 46 of them completed,
Travis Clark, who returns as last year's starter, looked more comfortable in
the pocket than he did last year. Even more impressive was Collins, who
repeatedly found holes in the zone and showed the ability to throw long
in going for 300 yards.

RUNNING BACKS

(§J)

WIDE RECEIVERS

QjJ)

Lamar Lewis and Jayson Foster, who look to split time in the backfield,
with Foster also lining up at receiver, both had their ups and downs. While
neither racked up big yards, both showed their big play ability, finding holes
and baffling tacklers in the open field. Also of note was Ronnie Wiggins, who
went for 68 yards and displayed some good downfield running.
Jared Siri/STAFF
TOP: The White squad celebrates after a touchdown catch by freshman Steve Cundari. Cundari caught both of the White squad's touchdown scores.
MIDDLE: Freshman Kyle Collins prepares to throw to a wide receiver down field. Collins threw for 300 yards without an interception.

Future shows promise
after White team victory
By Lelan Washington
Staff Writer
It was evaluation time as the Blue
and White game commenced on Saturday through a gorgeous afternoon
at Paulson.
There were 5,400 in attendance
watching but it was the coaches eyes
the players were trying tocatchasthey
faced off in a live scrimmage.
The White team had a real successful first quarter where QB Kyle Collins
was on top of things as he completed
10 of 18 for 152 yards. He hooked
up with receiver Raja Andrews, who
had four touches in the first, for a 36
yarder from the 14 yard line.
The Blue team didn't have much
luckin the first as they could only rush
for 21 and pass for 11 amounting to 32
yards of total offense, not to mention
a 15 yard penalty.
But for both sides it was the

defense: despite the 164 yard total
offense by the White they only managed to lead the Blue 3-0 off of the
foot of Patrick Bolen for a 22 yard
field goal.
However, the Blue team would
respond in the second quarter with
212 total offense rushing for 95 yards
and passing another 117.
After a.negative.total rushing in
the first, running back Lamar Lewis
was looking for redemption going 4
for 68 and one six yard touchdown
that he scored turning the corner off
a toss and blasting his way across the
goal line to put the Blue up 7-3.
DB Brandon Echols made the cut
after he stole a pass and took it the
other way for 18 yards. The White
team went to the locker room down
by four but ready to prove that's not
see WHITE, page 8

8y far the most impressive group on the day. Cundari, along with Raja
Andrews, Chris Ashkouti and Irving Campbell, all racked up over 70 yards
receiving and showed great hands and better route running as compared
to last year's receiving corps.

O-UNE C£/.-

Still a question mark, as a total of five sacks were allowed. However,
with more overall size and better depth this season, there looks to be more
potential for the offensive line, as well as more time for the quarterback
whom they'll be protecting.

D-LINE (BJ)

If you want to count those sacks against the O-line, then you've got to
credit the D-line for doing their job as well. They will have to regroup after
losing thepresence that was CharrodTayior from last year's squad,-but they
look to be on the right track.
LINEBACKERS
Throughout spring practice, tackling was one of the biggest concerns of«*;
the coaching staff.The linebacking corps is also searching to find a replace- ~
ment, in their case, for the departed John Mohring. A couple of new faces
will have to step up this season.
C
SECONDARY
With Chris Griffin and Chris Rogers switching sides of the ball in the
offseason, a good amount of talent and depth has been added. Combined
with returning DB's such as Dedrick Bynum and Carson Hill, this group has
the potential to be a force in the Southern Conference.
Jared Siri/STAFF
Freshman defensive back Evan Mattingly pummels senior wide
receiver Irving Campbell after Campbell catches the ball.

SPECIAL TEAMS
2-2 on PAT's and averaging 41 yards per punt = good. 1-3 on field
goals = bad. Not too much else to say about that.
.

Track and Field wins first SoCon Outdoor Championship
GSU News Service

Special Photo
Senior Brittany Chase runs to complete her final lap. Chase finished third
100m hurdles in the SoCon championship.

After finishing as the runner-up
to Appalachian State for the past four
years, Georgia Southern's track and
field team finally achieved their first
Southern Conference Outdoor Championship, accruing 223.5 points at the
ASU Track at Kidd Brewer Stadium in
Boone, N.C.
On Saturday, GSU had accumulated 47.5 points and finished the day
in first place. Senior Nicole Brown had
won the team's first title with a 20'5"
Long Jump performance, while other
members of the team secured seven
top-three seeds (three first place) in
five preliminary events.
Freshman Jessica Irizarry had also
achieved a title for GSU on the first day,
throwing the top distance of 134'4"
in the Javelin, however the results for
the event were not announced until
Sunday.

Opening day two of the championships, senior Lauren Jacobs, junior
Serenity Thompson and freshman
Melanie Trumbo dominated the
Heptathlon event, coming in second
(4390), third (4155) andfourth (4029),
respectively.
In the 400m, senior Rashedah Arnold set a GSU record, clocking in at
54.84 and taking second place. Junior
Carla Ballard crossed the finish line
one second behind Arnold (55.84),
claming third. Ballard also had a top
finish coming in at the runner-up spot
in the 400m Hurdles, with a new career
best of 1:01.56.
Senior Brittany Chase and junior
Amber Wilson finished back-to-back
in the 100m Hurdles, with Chase
obtaining a third title for the Eagles
(13.92) and Wilson coming in second
(14.08).
Resetting two of her own school
records, Brown accumulated the

crown in the 100m with an NCAA
Regional qualifying time of 11.51, and
in the 200m, clocking in at 23.81. Her
fourth and final title was secured with
a 42'5.5" Triple Jump performance.
Brown was later joined by Arnold,
Ballard and newcomer Shauntel
Jennings to compete in the 4x400m
Relay. After running a 3:41.68, the
quadruple not only claimed first place,
but also topped both the GSU and the
Southern Conference record books
in the event.
Other top-three Eagle finishers
were junior Monique Pitts, who took
second in the Discus (134'5") and
senior Emily Greeson with a Shot Put
distance of 43'11.75", obtaining third.
Arnold, Brown, junior Shamyria Ortiz
and sophomore Tierra Watts came in
second in the 4x100m Relay with a
time of 46.03.
All in all, GSU accumulated seven
titles (six individual, one relay), set

five school records, set a'Southerr
Conference record, achieved 14 careei
bests, named 13 individuals to the AH
Conference list, Irizarry was namec
SoCon Freshman of the Year, Browr
received the Track Athlete of the Yeai
award and head coach Natalie Smitf
was honored as the 2007 Women':
Coach of the Year.
"I have never wanted something a:
bad, as I wanted the title for this team'
said Smith. "The girls have been goinj
at it for two days. They laid it on th<
line, from start to finish, and there wa!
no stopping them. They were tru<
representatives of Georgia Southerr
and I'm so proud of them...Wha
really put us ahead was that each on<
of these girls competed for each other
pulling one another through. The)
were truly a team this weekend... Thi;
experience was truly a blessing and'.
thank God for it."

r-
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White
i

from page 7

X.
gfting to do it.
* In the second half Chris Collier,
DJrew Glenn, and Chris Rogers of
tile Blue team managed to force
ajad recover three fumbles. But it
was Steve Cundari for the White
taam who must have loved him
seme him.
• After already pulling in 3 for 42
ifl the first half, he scored a 34 yard
lunging catch into the endzone to
pjit the White team ahead 10-7 in
trie third.
I Then in the fourth he caught
another pass over the middle in
stride spinning off a defender to
make it in for the score to finalize
the lead 17-7.
£ Cundari is definitely pleased
with his second touchdown receptipn he admits to having to tap the
O.button in order to score.

"All of us were out here making
catches so we were trying to show
offthe new offense [called] the hatch
attack," Cundari says. "We put in a
new offense this spring. We're fine
tuning some things. But it worked
out for all of us."
Jason Foster for the blue team
was all over the field at receiver,
running back and quarterback. He
ended the game with 13 receiving
yards, 12 rushing and 49 through
the air. He prefers the receiver
spot though because of the new
offense.
"We're throwing the ball more,"
he said. "I get plays designed for me
so it's a better spot for me. We were
down a few QBs so I had to take
some reps just to fill in."
QB Kyle Collins for the White
team left the field with 300 passing
yards on 24 of 47 attempts.
"It was about showing the
coaches what I could do," said
Collins, "put some things together.

Spring's about evaluation so I was
showing my stuff."
New head coach Chris Hatcher
made his remarks on the day.
"We found some guys today here
at Paulson Stadium that stepped it
up and we found some guys that
might not play quite as well when
the lights are turned on. It was a great
day for us, we didn't get anybody
hurt and I thought we had a really
good ballgame," said Hatcher. "I
thought the defense - especially the
first unit - that was the best they've
played all spring. They played hard
and ran around well... that's probably the biggest positive that I can
take from today's scrimmage."
With evaluations over with the
coaches are going to be able to narrow down what 11 piece combo is
best for offense and which is best
for defense. Be ready to see those
combos next season which starts
at home September 8 against West
Georgia.

Jamie Tuten/STAFF

Senior outfielder Chris Hollis dives to catch a ball to prevent the base hit. With the recent wins over Appalachian
State, the Eagles have improved to 22-22 overall and 5^10 in SoCon play.

Baseball steals weekend
series from Mountaineers
GSU News Service

##

WHOSE HOUSE?
OUR HOUSE!
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1818 Chandler Road, Statesboro, GA 30458

You're Invited!!!
Off-Campus Housing Fair

Wed, 4/25 47pm
at Retrievers!

mr

Prizes, FREE Food £ Prinks!

J\J Zru

'Restrictions Apply

• Individual Leases
• Game Room/Computer lab
• Sand Volleyball
• Sparkling Swimming Pool

• 24-Hour Fitness Center
• On-Site Management
• Planned Social Activities
• Basketball Court

FREE Poolside WiFi Internet

^^^^o@agjD@8Dam(^r]Dog]a(pS8oDD(^

The Georgia Southern baseball
team overcame an eight-run deficit
scoring 15 unanswered runs to take
the third of a three-game series, 1610, Sunday afternoon at Appalachian
State's Smith Stadium.
The Eagles (22-22,5-10 Southern
Conference) edged the Mountaineers the day before with a 3-2 win.
Sunday's win extends the win streak
to two games.
Appalachian State falls to 22-19
overall and 9-9 in SoCon play with
the loss.
The Mountaineers took an early
3-0 lead in the first before the Eagles
got up on the scoreboard.
In the top of the second with Will
Southwell and David Richardson on
first and second, Brian Pierce singled
to left field, sending Southwell home
for the Eagles' first run.
But ASU fought back in the bottom of the same frame adding six
runs, including a pair of home runs
offthe bats of David Rubinstein and
Isaac Harrow, extending the lead
to 9-1.
GSU battled back in the next inning, sending five Eagles across home
plate. With Kyle Blackburn on first
after a base on balls, and Jeremiah
Parker on second and Matt Miller on
third off a pair of singles, Chris Shehan
sent Miller home on a single down the

left side. The bases were still loaded
when Southwell hit a two RBI single
up center field, sending Blackburn
and Parker across the plate. Shehan
scored the fourth run of the inning
after advancing on a balk.
With a 3-2 count and just one
down, Richardson hit a sacrifice fly to
left field, sending home Southwell for
the fifth run of the frame. The Eagles
closed the gap to 9-6.
The Eagles added one more run
in the fourth before adding five more
in the sixth inning. With Pierce on
second base, Miller singled up center
field sending Pierce home for the
seventh run. Chris Hollis scored from
third thanks to Parker's sacrifice bunt.
Blackburn hit a long shot out of the
park, sending home Parker and Miller
for a 12 -9 lead. It was Blackburn's fifth
home run of the season.
The Eagles kept the momentum
going into the seventh frame, adding
four more runs to the tally. Jeremy
Beckham singled up the middle and
scored thanks to Miller's RBI double
down left center. Parker singled
through the left side sending Miller
home from second for GSUs 14th run.
Blackburn hit a two-run shot over
the left center wall, his second of the
game and sixth of the season, to give
the Eagles a 16-9 advantage.
"I'm just really proud of our guys,"
said head coach Rodney Hennon.
"They found a way to battle back the
last two days."

GSU took advantage of the deep
bullpen with six different Eagles
taking the mound on the afternoon.
JohnDucey was credited with the win
(4-3), giving up one hit in 2 innings,
while ASU relief Zach Quate was
handed the loss (1-3).
"It would have been easy today,
getting down 9-1 to pack up the tents
and get ready to come home. But
our kids kept playing hard and kept
competing. Our bullpen gave us a big
lift. Those guys came in and stepped
up and gave our hitters an opportunity
to scratch back into the game. We
were fortunate to make some things
happen and put together a couple big
innings and win the ballgame."
The Mountaineers ended the Eagle
offensive drive in the final frame when
Jeremiah Faggart homered over the
right center wall, but ASU couldn't
close the gap.
The Eagles will have little time
to rest as they return to J.I. Clements Stadium for an eight-game
homestand starting Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 24 and 25 versus
Georgia State.
"We've been talking about climbing the ladder," added Hennon. "We
took a couple of steps up the last two
days. We've got a ways to go but we've
got to keep working our way up. I'm
proud of the way this team's competing. We've got some momentum and
some confidence and we've got to
carry that into the week ahead."
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Sign A Lease And Enter To WIN IN THE SUPER TEN GIVEAWAY!!
U)BRAD PAISLEY
CONCERT TICKETS
MOUNTAIN BIKE
PLAY STATION

3

•

WAL-MART GIFT CARD

•

NINTENDO WII

• 42"

PLASMA

TV

($250)

DIGITAL CAMERA

•

MP3

BOSE CINEMATE DIGITAL
HOME THEATER SPEAKER
SYSTEM ($540)

• $500 CASH MONEY!!!

MICROSOFT ZUNE
PLAYER

VIDEO

Now AVAILABLE!
COLLEGE IS SHORT;
MAKE THE MOST OF IT!
•

WALKING DISTANCE TO CAMPUS

•

ALL-INCLUSIVE RENT

$465

(INC.

POWER, CABLE, WATER, INTERNET,
ALARM, WASHER & DRYER)

•

SPACIOUS

2

BEDROOM/2 BATH

FLOOR PLAN

•

HUGE WALK-IN CLOSETS

•

CROWN MOLDING

&

VAULTED

CEILINGS (UPSTAIRS)

•

ALL AMENITIES OPEN

24

•

RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL

•

BILLIARDS LOUNGE

•

COMPUTER CENTER WITH COPYING

HOURS

AND PRINTING.

•

SAND VOLLEYBALL

&

BASKETBALL

COURTS

LEASING NOW FOR THE

2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR.

•

OPTION TO DRIVE TO CAMPUS

•

ONSITE COURTESY OFFICERS

THE WOODLANDS OF STATESBORO is affordable and luxurious with all the amenities and
benefits you need to fit your lifestyle. With the option to walk or drive to campus and our all-inclusive
rent, The Woodlands caters to residents, so they enjoy the convenience and ease their life requires.
«!

ft S Better In The

WDOCIS...

• For More Information, Contact the Leasing Center:

912-681-6441 • www.WoodlandsofStatesboro.com • lOO Woodland Drive • Statesboro, GA &&

Come Write on Our Wall!
WWW. GADAILY. COM
Savar>iHih's#l JapaneseRestUrant^--^
htovy|iiMdtesboro!H
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715NorthsideDriveEastinSouthernSquareCenter • NexttoK-Mart
We Can Quickly Make Vour Favorite Dish.
So You Get In and Out in a Harry
Hibachi Steak • Shrimp Tempura
Tcrivaki chicken Sir Shrimp
Sushi • Salads • Appetizers and Much More.
Dine In or Carry Out

Kyoto Express
Fan Club Card
Free drink with
Entree Purchase
Bring GSU ID to get card.
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912-764-5150

Hours: II AM - 9 FM 7 Days A Week
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fax 912-764-5655
www.capita ljapan.com
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an qo even further
on Tuesdays. That's right,
we'll treat you to
a double dose of your
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Feel Good favorites

all day long.
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FREE aeee.ZJ^/1.- PJb Sa.-mpln,^ Po/Jt 3 W&ifA, Stift*n. Combo,

502 Statesboro Place Circle

C/ucke,-* f PJM ore OtUtJtjU* f Ponk.

(912)871-6146
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Fill a four bedroom
apartment and get
entered to win
months, rent free
for each roomate!

Statesboro Place
Siatesboro Place
1699 Statesboro Place Circle
Statesboro, GA 30458
912-681-2696

